
 

Tongue Twisters for beginners  

 

"A big black bug bit a big black dog on his big black nose." 

"Eleven owls licked eleven, little, liquorice lollipops." 

"Fresh fried fish, fish fresh fried, fried fish fresh, fish fried fresh." 

"How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood" 

"I can think of six thin things, but I can think of six thick things too." 

"If two witches were watching two watches, which witch would watch which watch?" 

"Not these things here, but those things there." 

"Red leather yellow leather." 

"Red lorry, yellow lorry." 

"Zebra zig and zebra zag." 

“A tricky frisky snake with sixty super scaly stripes.” 

“Give papa a cup of proper coffee in a copper coffee cup." 

“She sells sea shells by the sea shore." 

“The big bug bit the little beetle, but the little beetle bit the big bug back." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Tongue Twisters for advanced English speakers 

 

 Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. 
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked. 
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, 
Where's the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked? 

 

 Denise sees the fleece, 
Denise sees the fleas. 
At least Denise could sneeze 
and feed and freeze the fleas 

 

 There was a fisherman named Fisher 
who fished for some fish in a fissure. 
Till a fish with a grin, 
pulled the fisherman in. 
Now they're fishing the fissure for Fisher. 

 

 When I went to Warsaw, I saw a saw that could out saw any saw that I ever saw. Now, if 
you go to Warsaw and see a saw that could out saw the saw I saw, I'd like to see your 
saw saw. 

 

 Out in the pasture the nature watcher watches the catcher. While the catcher watches 
the pitcher who pitches the balls. Whether the temperature's up or whether the 
temperature's down, the nature watcher, the catcher and the pitcher are always 
around. The pitcher pitches, the catcher catches and the watcher watches. So whether 
the temperature's rises or whether the temperature falls the nature watcher just 
watches the catcher who's watching the pitcher who's watching the balls. 

 

 



 

 If you understand, say "understand". 
If you don't understand, say "don't understand". 
But if you understand and say "don't understand". 
how do I understand that you understand. Understand!? 

 

 A bitter biting bittern bit a better biting bittern 
And the better biting bittern bit the bitter biting bittern back. 
Said the bitter biting bittern to the better biting bittern 
“I’m a bitter biting bittern bitten back” 

 

 Esau Wood saw a wood saw, saw wood, as no wood saw would saw wood. If Esau Wood 
saw a wood saw, saw wood, as no wood saw would saw wood, where is the wood saw 
which would saw wood, as no wood saw would saw wood. 

 

 Sheila is selling her shop at the seashore 
For shops at the seashore are so sure to lose 
And she’s not so sure of what she should be selling 
Should Sheila sell seashells or should she sell shoes 


